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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of dynamic link
adaptation under multiple quality-of-service (QoS) constraints
in cellular wideband code-division multiple-access (WCDMA)
systems. A novel dynamic joint rate and power adaptation framework is proposed for downlink data transmission in a multicell
variable spreading factor (VSF) WCDMA system where the
different classes of users have different signal-to-interference ratio
(SIR) requirements. Based on a general downlink SIR model, the
problem of optimal dynamic rate and power adaptation under
multiple SIR constraints is also formulated, for which the rate
and power allocation can be found by an exhaustive search.
Two schemes, namely, near-optimal and suboptimal schemes, are
proposed for implementation-friendly dynamic rate and power
adaptation. Performance of dynamic joint rate and power adaptation under the proposed framework is evaluated under random
micro-mobility model with uncorrelated long-term fading and a
directional micro-mobility model with correlated long-term fading
in a cellular WCDMA environment.
Index Terms—Dynamic rate and power adaptation, multicell
multirate wideband code-division multiple-access (WCDMA)
systems, class-based quality of service (QoS), priority-based rate
adaptation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

IDEBAND code-division multiple-access (WCDMA)based air interface is being designed to provide high
speed packet data services with differentiated quality-of-service
(QoS) support in the future-generation wireless networks (e.g.,
3G enhancements and 4G wireless networks) [1]. In a WCDMA
system, the transmission rate and the power corresponding to the
different mobile users can be dynamically varied depending on
the variations of the channel condition to improve the spectral
efficiency while meeting the QoS requirements for the diverse
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multimedia applications. This form of dynamic link adaptation
would be the key to implementing a class-based QoS framework that enables sharing of radio resources among users with
different QoS requirements in a fair and efficient manner [2].
The data transmission rate in the forward link physical layer
of a WCDMA system can be controlled by using the variable
spreading factor method or the multicode method [3]. This
paper proposes a novel dynamic joint rate and power adaptation
framework for downlink data transmission in multicell variable
spreading factor (VSF) WCDMA systems where the mobile
data users are assumed to have different signal-to-interference
ratio (SIR) (and, hence, different bit-error rate) requirements.
Channel impairments due to multiuser interference as well as
time-varying and location-dependent channel characteristics
are incorporated in the proposed framework through a general
SIR model. Using this SIR model, the problem of optimal dynamic rate and power adaptation under multiple SIR constraints
in a multicell WCDMA system is formulated as an exhaustive
search over the solution space of a system of linear equations.
The optimality criterion is the maximization of the average
number of radio link level frames transmitted per frame-time1
under multiple SIR constraints and constrained power budget
in the base station transmitter.
The exhaustive search-based optimal dynamic rate and power
adaptation would be prohibitively complex to implement due to
exponential time-complexity. A simpler rate and power adaptation scheme with comparable performance characteristics can
be devised using a heuristic-based power allocation2 along with
a link quality-based rate allocation strategy. Two such schemes,
namely, near-optimal and suboptimal schemes are proposed for
dynamic rate and power adaptation on a joint-cell basis and
single-cell basis, respectively.
Specifically, the proposed suboptimal rate and power allocation scheme may make the dynamic rate and power allocation
on a frame-by-frame basis feasible and manageable in a cellular
WCDMA network without much control overhead. However,
link quality-based rate adaptation under constrained SIR may
result in an uneven rate allocation among the users in the
different service classes, and consequently, users with higher
SIR requirements (presumably with more stringent delay requirements) may experience lower throughput performance
compared to those with relatively lower SIR requirements.
1In

this paper, this is referred to as the sum–rate throughput.

2This power allocation refers to the allocation of power among the base station

transmitters in the different cells for data transmission in the downlink to the
mobiles.
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Therefore, the proposed scheme is enhanced to integrate priority-based rate adaptation with link quality-based dynamic rate
adaptation to provide a more flexible dynamic link adaptation
framework.
Performance of dynamic joint rate and power adaptation in
the proposed framework is analyzed for both random and directional user micro-mobility models in a multicell WCDMA
environment. The long-term channel fading is assumed to be uncorrelated and correlated, respectively, for the random and the
directional micro-mobility models. Since the short-term fading
(i.e., multipath fading) changes more rapidly compared to the
long-term fading (i.e., path loss and shadowing), it is assumed
to be independently varying.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section II presents the background and motivation of the work.
Based on a general SIR model for downlink data transmission
in a multicell VSF WCDMA system, the problem of optimal
rate and power allocation under multiple SIR constraints is formulated in Section III. Section IV presents the suboptimal joint
rate and power allocation strategy for dynamically adjusting the
transmission rate and the transmission power corresponding to
the mobiles in the different QoS classes. In Section V, radio link
level throughput (in terms of the average number of radio link
level frames transmitted per frame-time) is investigated analytically for suboptimal joint rate and power adaptation under the
proposed framework. The simulation model along with the simulation and the analytical results are presented in Section VI.
Conclusions are stated in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
The problem of optimal rate and power adaptation for uplink packet data transmission in a single-cell multirate CDMA
system was addressed in [4] and the optimal centralized adaptive rate and power control strategy to maximize the total average weighted throughput was determined. With the objective
of maximizing the throughput and with the constraints on maximum power and/or minimum rate, the problem of jointly controlling the user power and data rates for uplink data transmission in a single-cell CDMA system was formulated as a constrained optimization problem in [5]–[7]. In [8], the throughput
maximization problem for CDMA uplinks was formulated as
an optimization problem in terms of the spreading gains and the
transmit powers of the users.
The problem of joint rate and power adaptation under single
SIR constraint and constrained power budget for downlink data
transmission in a multicell and multirate CDMA system was
addressed in [9]. This paper extends the work in [9] by considering multiple SIR constraints in a class-based QoS framework.
The work in [10] is particularly relevant to this work where a
dynamic bandwidth scheduling scheme was proposed to implement a class-based QoS framework for a CDMA air interface. In
such a framework, each service class offers some characteristic
performance behavior (or group behavior) and mobile user applications can select a service class based on their QoS requirements and pricing schemes. Although the dynamic rate adjustment in the proposed bandwidth scheduling scheme was based
on the elasticities of the service classes and the path loss factors
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TABLE I
LIST OF KEY NOTATIONS

corresponding to the mobiles, the specific SIR requirements for
each class of users were not explicitly taken into account.
More comprehensive and general channel model and user
micro-mobility models are adopted in the joint dynamic rate
and power adaptation framework proposed in this paper. As
a result, the impacts of the radio channel parameters and the
user micro-mobility patterns on the radio link level performance
under dynamic rate adaptation can be investigated. Also, the
concepts of radio link quality-based dynamic rate adaptation
and user priority (or requirements)-based dynamic rate adaptation are integrated into a single framework. To this end, an analytical approach is presented for approximate evaluation of radio
link level performance under dynamic rate adaptation with multiple SIR constraints. The proposed dynamic rate and power allocation framework would enable us to evaluate the higher layer
protocol (e.g., transmission control protocol (TCP) [11]) performance under dynamic radio link adaptation with QoS differentiation and better understand the interlayer protocol interactions
in multirate cellular WCDMA networks.
III. MODELING OF DOWNLINK SIR AND OPTIMAL
RATE AND POWER ALLOCATION
Table I lists the notations for the key parameters to be used in
the downlink SIR modeling.
A. Modeling of Downlink SIR
A variable rate downlink packet access for VSF WCDMA
(with the basic spreading gain given by chips per bit) is considered where the transmission rates can be selected from the
. With
, in the
set
chips per
case of rate , the spreading gain is reduced to
bit.
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With the radio propagation modeled by intercell interference,
path loss, shadowing and multipath fading and assuming a uniform spatial distribution of the mobiles in the cells, the downlink
can be formuSIR for the th mobile in cell
lated as follows [9]:
SIR
In (1),

(1)

B. Optimal Rate and Power Adaptation
We assume that the multilevel QoS is defined over service
classes with the target SIR for class
being
SIR . Then, for the optimal rate and power allocation the
during an
total number of transmitted frames
adaptation interval4 is maximized subject to the following constraints on SIR and base station transmission power budget
SIR

is the total transmission power at the th base station
and is given by

SIR

for

(7)

(2)

(8)

is the number of mobiles in cell
denotes the rate allocation to the th
is the power allocation at basic rate
mobile in cell , and
(so that the total power allocation to the th mobile in cell is
),
, and is the pilot signal transmission power.
In (1), represents the downlink in-cell orthogonality factor
(
implies perfectly orthogonal in-cell mobiles) to account
is
for the interpath interference due to multipath3 and
the intercell interference factor defined by

where the index set
is defined for all the mobiles in cell
with target SIR , i.e.,
, and
is
the average power constraint per cell (i.e., average power budget
available at the base station transmitter for downlink data transmission).
If it is assumed that the target SIR for class (i.e., SIR )
is related to the minimum target SIR (denoted by SIR ) by

where

(3)
Here,
and
denote the short-term and the longand the th
term fading, respectively, in the link between
, as given by (4) below,
mobile in cell (tagged cell).
models the log-normal shadowing and the distance-dependent
attenuation (as the th power of the distance).
(4)
Defining the effective interference factor

SIR
SIR

(9)

then Proposition 1 serves as the basis to determine the optimal
rate and power allocations under multiple QoS constraints (in
terms of target SIRs).
Proposition 1: Given the set of rate allocations
, the
can be determined by solving
global power allocations
simultaneous linear equations in (10), where
the
and SIR
SIR
for
, subject to
the constraints SIR
SIR and
. Note that, SIR
here represents the minimum target
SIR
for a small
SIR plus some margin, i.e., SIR
value

as
SIR
(5)

the downlink SIR in (1) can be written as
SIR

SIR
(6)

(10)

Therefore, for given power allocations
and
(which are presumably fixed during each adaptation interval), the effective interference factor
can be estimated by
at the corresponding mobile. Based on the
measuring SIR
measured/estimated
, the SIR can be controlled to meet
the different QoS requirements.
For optimal dynamic link adaptation the rate and power allocations need to be determined based on (1) and (2) so that the
different SIR constraints are satisfied.

Proof of Proposition 1: Combining (5) and (6) with
, we obtain

3In fact,  depends on the location of the mobile and the characteristics of the
multipath fading channel. For simplicity, the effect of mobile location on  is
not taken into account and a constant value of  (<1) is assumed here.

SIR
(11)
Here, we assume a steady-state system condition where
all the mobiles belonging to the same service class , i.e.,
achieve the same downlink quality in terms of
SIR
SIR
[due to power allocation
in
4The

adaptation interval is assumed to be one frame-time in this paper.
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proportion to the interference factor
as in (6)]. This assumption holds for the optimal rate and power allocation where
the downlink quality should be kept to the minimum required
SIR
for
.
and summing up for
Multiplying (11) by
and using (2) yields

SIR

SIR

(12)

Now, classifying all the mobiles in cell into the subsets of
each service class
, where
, and then substituting SIR
SIR
into (12) for
, (10) is obtained.
, the power alBased on the global power allocations
can be determined from
locations at basic rate
SIR

(13)

, when the effective interference factors
are
for
. Here, it is assumed
obtained using (5) with
that the in-cell orthogonality factor and the intercell interfercan be measured at the mobile units.
ence factors
Note that, the earlier formulation of the optimal rate and power
allocation problem [in terms of (10) and (13)] is based on the
), SIR requirements (via
channel conditions (e.g.,
SIR
) and user classes and traffic loads
).
(e.g.,
and
derived from
Now, the power allocations
(10) and (13) should be globally optimized by searching the rate
across the
cells that maximizes the
combination
sum of the transmission rates during a frame-time (or sum-rate
). Since finding the optimal soluthroughput
tion requires cycling through all possible assignments it would
].
involve exponential time complexity [of
C. Near-Optimal Rate Adaptation
The complexity of exhaustive rate search can be reduced
while presumably achieving close to the maximum sum-rate
throughput by some “greedy” method for rate allocation in
which maximum possible transmission rates are allocated to the
mobiles experiencing better channel conditions. The channel
condition for each mobile is characterized by the corresponding
). Since
s for the moeffective interference factor (i.e.,
biles in the different cells depend on the the power allocations at
the base station transmitters, a heuristic-based power allocation
is to be assumed so that these can be estimated using (5).
, where
For this, let us define
for
. Since the total transmission power at a base station could generally be allocated based
on the number of users in each service class and the different
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can
SIR requirements, the heuristic power allocations
be determined according to the following (see the Appendix):

(14)
where denotes explicitly the heuristic-based power allocation
to distinguish it from the optimal power allocation
.
This power allocation is based only on the number of users in the
different cells and the corresponding SIR requirements. Then,
using these power allocations, the effective interference factors
can be estimated using (5).
(i.e., SIR
SIR
Note that, if
), the power allocations
reduce to
, as was in the case
of common SIR requirement in [9].
The complexity of the rate search is reduced by allocating
maximum allowable transmission rates to the mobiles in an asfor which feasible total power allocending order of
linear equations in
cations are obtained by solving the
(10) and the sum–rate throughput is maximized. We refer to this
as the near-optimal dynamic rate and power allocation. Note that
[as calculated using (14)]
the per-cell power allocations
),
based on SIR requirements (i.e., SIR
) are used only
user classes and traffic loads (e.g.,
while the
to determine the effective interference factors
actual power allocations are obtained by solving the linear equalinear equations has
tions in (10). Since solving a set of
, the rate and power allocation for
time complexity of
this case has time complexity of
.
The optimal and the near-optimal rate and power allocation require that the in-cell orthogonality factor and the intercell interference factors
be a priori measured and estimated for
each mobile in a cluster of cells. However, it would cause much
control overhead, and therefore, a suboptimal method is proposed
which performs dynamic rate and power allocation on a per-cell
basis (rather than on a joint-cell basis) and, hence, makes fast dynamiclinkadaptationfeasiblefromimplementationpointofview.
IV. SUBOPTIMAL RATE AND POWER ALLOCATION
A. Dynamic Link Adaptation Based on Radio Link Quality
We assume that the power allocations
are determined in a heuristic manner, as given by
(14). Then, Proposition 2 below serves as the basis to perform
the rate allocation among the mobiles in cell (tagged cell) so
that their SIR requirements are satisfied.
, rate alProposition 2: Given the power allocation
location to the mobiles in cell
can be performed in an
ascending order of the weighted effective interference factor
by using the following inequality:

SIR
(15)
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Proof of Proposition 2: Multiplying (13) by
and using (2) gives
ming up for

, sum-

SIR
(16)
has been partitioned into the subsets
. Then, using the inequality SIR
SIR in (16) results in (15).
The power allocation
at basic rate can be determined from
theinequalityin(17)belowwhichisderivedfrom(6)usingthefact
SIR
SIR
for
.
that SIR
where the set

SIR

(17)

Since the rate and power allocation should be such that the
total power budget is met [as in (18)], in case the power constraint is violated, the rate allocation in (15) will need to be adjusted so that the power allocation becomes feasible within the
total power budget
(18)
This suboptimal rate and power allocation depends on the
total power budget
which would vary according to the
traffic distribution (i.e., number of users and the corresponding
cells.
SIR requirements) across the
1) Uniform Traffic Load: In this case, we assume
and
for all
. Therefore, total power budget
in (14) and
for all . The following is the procedure
for joint rate and power allocation in cell .
1) Sort the mobiles in the ascending order of
.
2) For the first mobile in the list, calculate the power allocation
SIR
and allocate
at the basic rate as
the maximum possible rate to this mobile as far as
and
3) Repeat step (2) for the second mobile in the list, and so
on.
Note that if there is a certain constraint on the rate, namely,
for
, then the rate allocation in step (2)
can be easily modified to accommodate the rate constraint along
with the power and the multiple SIR constraints.
2) Nonuniform Traffic Load: The power budget in this case
should be different from cell to cell depending on the traffic
cells. Given
, and
,
distribution across the
the rate and power allocation is performed in the same way as
in the uniform traffic load case.
3) Complexity: Since the suboptimal rate and power allocationisperformedonaper-cellbasis(ratherthanonajoint-cellbasis
as in the optimal and near-optimal cases), it does not require the
radio network controller (RNC) to inform the base station of the
the intercell factors corresponding to the mobiles in the other cells
during each adaptation interval. The time complexity of the rate
in cell .
and power allocation in this case is of

Fig. 1. Flow diagram for the suboptimal single-cell rate and power allocation
method.

4) Implementation Issue: A flow diagram for the suboptimal
rate and power allocation method is shown in Fig. 1. Based
on the link quality estimates SIR
, the proposed dynamic
joint rate and power adaptation scheme can be implemented in
a mobile-assisted and base station-controlled manner. Within
the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
WCDMA power control framework, such a scheme would not
cost extra overhead.
5) Comparison: A comparison among the three approaches
for dynamic rate and power adaptation is shown in Table II.
B. Dynamic Link Adaptation With Priority
In case of radio link quality-based dynamic link adaptation
based on (15), (17), and (18) as described earlier, higher transmission rates will most likely be allocated to a few mobiles with
favorable radio link conditions in terms of the weighted effective
. Again, as is evident from (15), due to rate
interference factor
allocation based on
mobiles with higher SIR
requirements are more likely to experience unfairness in terms
of sum–rate throughput. The essence is, the weighted effective
interference-based rate allocation prevents us from allocating
the rate resource according to the individual user requirement.
For example, sometimes mobiles with more stringent delay requirements may need to be allocated higher transmission rates
even though the corresponding radio link qualities are not very
favorable.
For this reason, a dynamic link adaptation scheme is developed which integrates radio link quality-based rate and power
allocation with individual user requirement-based (or prioritybased) rate allocation in a flexible framework. In addition to providing QoS differentiation among the different service classes
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TABLE II
COMPARISON AMONG THE DYNAMIC RATE AND POWER ALLOCATION METHODS

in terms of SIR, such a scheme essentially enables to provide
flexible service differentiation in terms of other QoS parameters
such as delay. This is achieved at the cost of loss in the sum–rate
throughput in a cell.
In the proposed scheme, the procedure for allocating transmission rates to the mobiles in cell in the proposed scheme is
shown in the following.
1) Sort the mobiles in the ascending order of
.
2) For the first mobile in the list, calculate the power allocation at the basic rate as
SIR
and
allocate the maximum possible rate to this mobile as far
as (19) is satisfied with
and
being
denotes the largest integer not exthe allocated rate (
ceeding ) and

Here, and are the rate control and priority control
parameters, respectively.
3) Repeat step (2) for the second mobile in the list, and so on.

mobiles in the different service classes. For a certain value of
, as increases/decreases the transmission rates allocated to
the mobiles in the service class increase/decrease. Therefore,
if the users corresponding to the service class with higher SIR
requirements have tighter delay requirements (e.g., real-time
video users), better transmission rates can be allocated to the
corresponding mobiles by decreasing/increasing the value of
the priority control parameter for the service class(es) with
lower/higher SIR requirements. In any case, the minimum
for all the service classes as
SIR requirements in terms of
given in (9) are guaranteed. Note that, the rate and the priority
control parameters can be adjusted on a frame-by-frame basis
depending on the radio link conditions and thereby a flexible
dynamic rate and power allocation can be achieved.
Note that, the impacts of variations in and on the averagemay not be quite observable unless the
rate throughput
restriction
is imposed in (19). In other words, using
(instead of
) would
the constraint
make it more difficult to achieve the QoS differentiation among
the mobiles over a wide range of average-rate throughput.
V. ANALYSIS OF THE AVERAGE SUM–RATE THROUGHPUT

(19)
, rate adaptation in this case is based only on radio
With
link conditions where mobiles with higher SIR requirements are
likely to be penalized in terms of average-rate throughput.5 As the
valueoftheratecontrolparameter decreases,fairness(intermsof
average-rate throughput) among users in the classes with different
requirements would be improved while the sum–rate throughput
(or equivalently, channel utilization) would be degraded. Therefore, by controlling , the desired tradeoff between fairness and
efficiency could be achieved.
Again, together with , the priority control parameter can
be varied to control the transmission rate allocation among
5For the ith mobile in cell j , this is the average number of radio link level frames
transmitted per frame-time under the corresponding SIR constraint and is denoted
by E (m ).

In this section, the sum–rate throughput is evaluated for the
suboptimal rate allocation [based on (15)] using the average
value of the effective interference factor
in (5) for random
user mobility. We assume a hexagonal cell layout with normalized cell radius of unity and uniform distribution of mobiles
within each cell.
Since the long-term channel gain
corresponding to
mobile in cell (tagged cell) should be greater than
for all other cells, the average value of the effective interference
factor
can be expressed by

(20)
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Due to the independence assumption on short-term fading with
for all , (20) can be written as

is dynamically
where the maximum allowable rate
adjusted depending on the rate control parameter and the priority control parameter . Note that, if
in (24), all the
mobiles in all the service classes can be allocated transmission
rates (i.e., there is no congestion).
Now, the sum–rate throughput in the target cell , denoted by
, can be bounded by

(21)
(26)
By referring to [9] and [12], the expected value can be evaluated
as

where the value of can be found from (24) and (25). From (24),
such that
we can find the largest
(27)

(22)

.
where
Since this upper bound would be tight due to the suboptimal
rate allocation, where the rate allocation continues as far as
there is any residual rate resource, the sum–rate throughput will
closely converge to the bound. Therefore, the average-sense
, can be approximated to
sum-rate throughput in cell

where the integral is evaluated numerically over the area of
for
, and
center cell

(23)
where is the standard deviation (dB) of the random variable
in (4), and
.
Based on the average value
, the average
weighted effective interference factor
can be determined (where
and
). In
for class
fact, the average weighted interference factor
is largely affected by the corresponding SIR requirement
since the average value of the interference factor
would not
be much different for all the mobiles under random mobility
assumption.
Based on (15), when the suboptimal rate allocation is per, moformed in an ascending order of the interference factor
are more likely to be albiles in the service class with lower
,
located transmission rates. That is, with
the suboptimal rate allocation is performed in an increasing
until the inequality in (15) is
order of , i.e.,
satisfied. In such a case, the following inequalities hold
:
(24)

(25)

(28)
With the previous formulation, where the radio link condition
is taken into account in the average sense by , the radio link
level performance (in terms of average sum–rate throughput in
) under dynamic rate adaptation can be investigated
cell
)
under different traffic distributions (as characterized by
when the mobiles have different SIR requirements (as speci). Furthermore, the parameter measures indirectly
fied by
fairness in throughput among users with different SIR requirements. For instance, as increases, the fairness improves since
the rate allocation becomes more even among users in the different service classes.
Let us consider a time-varying traffic distribution where the
number of users in each service class has Poisson distribution
is given by
so that the value of the parameter
(29)
where denotes the average number of users belonging to serduring a frame-time and
vice class
are mutually independent.
With the Poisson traffic model, the fairness factor may be
defined and derived by

(30)
is found in (24) and (25) by letting
for all . Therefore, by observing , the performance
behavior in terms of the fairness in rate allocation among different service classes can be analyzed under varying traffic distribution.

where
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TABLE III
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

A. Models for Micro-Mobility, Shadowing and Multipath
Fading
We consider two micro-mobility models, namely, the
random mobility model and the directional mobility model.
In the former case, the location of each mobile user during
each frame-time is chosen randomly inside the target cell and
the effect of shadowing at different locations is assumed to be
uncorrelated. In the latter case, we assume a directional random
walk model [13] where the mobile users travel from a starting
point to a destination in a series of statistically independent
discrete steps. In this case, the effect of shadowing at the different locations is assumed to be correlated. For each step, the
of the travel direction from the principal
angular deviation
given by
direction6 has the probability density function
(31)
otherwise
controls how close the travel direction is
The parameter
to the principal direction. If a mobile user travels in a forward
direction with probability 0.95, the corresponding value for
is 4.2 [13]. We assume that all the mobile users have a constant
speed of and that for each user the successive points are separated (in time) by one frame-time.
The correlated shadowing is modeled as a Gaussian white
noise process, filtered through a first degree low-pass filter as
follows [14]:
(32)
dB
dB
is the mean envelope level or mean square-enwhere
is the
velope level (in dB) that is experienced at location
correlation coefficient given by
, and
is a zeromean Gaussian random variable with variance . Here,
, with
being the variance of log-normal
is the correlation between two
shadowing. The parameter
is the sampling interval
points separated by distance and
(which is assumed to be equal to the frame-time in this paper).
Multipath fading is assumed to be independently varying.
RayleighIn the random mobility case, an -path
fading channel with uncorrelated scattering and equal average
path power is assumed. Multipath fading with unequal average
path power is assumed for the directional mobility with correlated shadowing case and the parameters are based on the vehicular-B model [15] for macro-cell.
B. Performance Metrics and Simulation Methodology
To evaluate the performances of the dynamic rate and power
adaptation schemes by computer simulation, we determine the
average transmission rate per frame-time for the mobiles in the
target cell (i.e., average-rate throughput for the th mobile in cell
) and also the average transmission rate per mobile
per frame-time (i.e.,
) over all the mobiles in all the cells.
The values of some of the system parameters used for obtaining the results presented in this paper are listed in Table III.
6At

any point on the travel path, the line joining the point to the destination
defines the principal direction.

Three classes of users (i.e.,
) with different SIR re) are considered
quirements (e.g.,
, and SIR
in each cell. For example, with
= 3 dB, the minimum SIR requirements are 3, 4, and 6 dB for
, and
, respectively. Seven cells (i.e.,
)
are considered in a hexagonal cell-layout and “cell 0” is assumed to be the tagged cell. The number of users in each of the
).
cells is assumed to be 20 (i.e.,
The service classes for the mobiles in the tagged cell are as
follows:
.
Since, for the system configuration finding the optimal rate
and power allocation from (10) by using exhaustive search is infeasible, we observe the throughput performance of the optimal
scheme for a smaller system configuration with three cells and
).
three users per cell (i.e.,
The locations of the mobiles in the tagged cell are generated randomly during each iteration and the number of iterations
used for collecting the results is sufficiently large (e.g., 10 ).
In the case of directional mobility model with correlated shadowing, during each iteration, the initial locations of the mobiles
are generated randomly within the target cell and the successive
locations are generated by using (31) based on the mobile speed
and the length of the adaptation interval (or frame-time, ).
The destination point is assumed to be located in the tagged cell
and while generating the successive mobile locations, it is ensured that the locations are within the tagged cell.
In each case, simulations are performed to obtain the maximum average-rate throughput.7 For this, the intercell interferis calculated using (3) to evaluate the efence factor
fective interference factor
in (5). In this case,
for all (i.e., the base station in the tagged cell is seand
lected as the serving base station). The values of
, which account for the long-term fading, are assumed
.
to be constant over a frame-time
The values of
and
, which account for the short-term
fading in (3), are assumed to be constant only over a fraction of
. Therefore, the value of
the frame-time , where
7The average-rate throughput may fall below this maximum value in the softhandoff case due to increased 
(i).
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Fig. 2. Average transmission rate per mobile per frame-time for optimal,
near-optimal, and suboptimal dynamic rate adaptation (for the random mobility
model) when ' = 3.

Fig. 3. Average transmission rate per mobile per frame-time for near-optimal
and suboptimal dynamic rate adaptation when ' = 8.

over a frame-time is calculated by using the average
independent values of
. The value of
is
of the
assumed to be 16 in this paper.
In the case of near-optimal rate adaptation, the rate allocation
by allocating the
is performed in an ascending order of
maximum allowable rate as far as the allocated rates satisfy (10)
and until the sum of the transmission rates is maximized. The
are determined
power allocations to estimate the values of
using (14) for both the near-optimal and the suboptimal rate
adaptation schemes.
To evaluate the average sum-rate throughput using the proposed analytical approach, both the integer and the noninteger
rate allocations are considered. In the former case, the integer
and
are considered while evaluating
parts of
, the average sum-rate throughput in cell , by using (28).
C. Results and Discussions
1) Optimal, Near-Optimal, and Suboptimal Rate Adaptation: Typical results on the average transmission rate per
mobile per frame-time (average-rate throughput) under optimal, near-optimal, and suboptimal rate adaptation schemes
are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. The average-rate throughput for
the random mobility case found from analytical approximation
is also plotted in the same figures for comparison.
As is evident, the throughput performance of all the three
schemes are fairly close over a range of values of SIR . The
throughput performance for the suboptimal case is fairly close to
that of the near-optimal case. Depending on the value of SIR
the near-optimal scheme may provide slightly better throughput
than the suboptimal case. However, from the cost and complexity viewpoint the use of the near-optimal scheme may not
be preferable to the suboptimal scheme.
The analytical results on average-rate throughput in Fig. 2 are
observed to upper bound the simulation results, which is due to
the more optimistic average-sense approximation of the interference factor (note that, we consider a smaller system configuration consisting of only three cells with three users per cell in

Fig. 4. Average transmission rate per mobile per frame-time under suboptimal
dynamic rate adaptation for the directional mobility model when ' = 8.

this case). As the number of users increases, the multiuser diversity will be increased so that in each cell the user with the best
channel condition will be allocated most of the rate resource
in (15), resulting in a nonlinear rate allocation with respect
to the channel condition. However, the average-sense approximation is based on the rate allocation in proportion to the mean
interference factor. As a result, for a larger system configuration (e.g., in Fig. 3), the analytical results will lower bound the
throughput performance of the suboptimal scheme.
Simulation results show that, for the assumed system paramkm/h)
eters, variation in terminal speed (e.g.,
does not have significant impact on the average-rate throughput
(Fig. 4). Although correlated shadowing impacts the channel
conditions of all the mobiles, for the radio link quality-based
rate adaptation, the transmission rate allocation is done only for
a subset of the mobiles (with better channel conditions) during
an adaptation interval. This makes the impact of terminal velocity on the average-rate throughput not much significant in
our model. However, the impact of imperfect power control on
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Fig. 5. Target SIR and achieved SIR for the mobiles in the tagged cell (for the
random mobility model) when ' = 8.

Fig. 6. Impact of (SIR) on average transmission rate per frame-time for the
mobiles in the tagged cell (for the random mobility model) when ' = 8.

sum–rate throughput, when considered, would be worse for
high-mobility users compared to that for the low-mobility
users.
2) Average-Rate Throughput and Achieved SIR With Suboptimal Rate Adaptation: The achieved signal-to-interference ratios for the different mobiles in the tagged cell closely follow
the corresponding target SIRs (Fig. 5). Similar results are obtained for the mobiles in other cells. Since the value of
in
(15) decreases with increasing SIR , the average transmission
rate per frame-time for the different mobiles decreases with increasing SIR (Fig. 6). With radio link quality-based rate allocation, mobiles with higher SIR requirements are allocated
lower rates due to larger weighted effective interference factor
.
For the directional mobility with correlated shadowing case,
short-term unfairness in rate allocation may result due to the
differences among the achieved average transmission rate per
frame-time for the different mobiles in the same service class
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Fig. 7. Impact of rate control parameter on average transmission rate per
frame-time for the mobiles in the tagged cell (for the random mobility model)
when ' = 8.

(which is caused by variations in the channel condition due to
correlated shadowing).
3) Impact of Rate and Priority Control Parameters: When
is 1.0, the rate
the value of the rate control parameter
adaptation is based on radio link condition only and this may
cause the average transmission rate per frame-time for the
mobiles with higher SIR requirements to drop significantly.
1.0. The amount
This problem may be alleviated by using
of improvement in the average-rate throughputs for the mobiles
with higher SIR requirements would depend on the distribution
of the SIR requirements among the users. As the value of
the rate control parameter decreases, the average transmission rate per frame-time for mobiles with lower/higher SIR
requirements decreases/increases (Fig. 7). For the assumed
distribution of SIR requirements, the average transmission rate
per frame-time for the mobiles with higher SIR requirements
improves remarkably with decreasing .
The priority control parameter and the rate control parameter
may be properly selected depending on the user requirements in
the corresponding service classes. For example, the service class
with higher SIR requirement may be assigned the priority level
while the service class with lower SIR requirement may be
so that the transmission rate alassigned the priority level
location becomes more even among users in the different service
for
classes (as observable from
and
in Fig. 8). As the priority
control parameter for the service class with higher SIR requirement is increased, the average transmission rate per frame-time
for the mobiles in that service class increases (Fig. 8). Again, the
reverse effect can be produced by adjusting and , for example,
when the channel conditions for the users in the service class with
higher SIR requirement deteriorate.
The average transmission rate per mobile per frame-time
(or average-rate throughput) decreases with increased priority
(larger ) to mobiles with higher SIR requirements (or equivalently, lower priority (smaller ) to mobiles with lower SIR
requirements). For example, the average rate throughput with
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Fig. 8. Impact of priority control parameters on average transmission rate per
frame-time for the mobiles in the tagged cell (for the random mobility model)
when ' = 8.

Fig. 9. Impact of priority control parameters on average-rate throughput (for
the random mobility model) when ' = 8.

is smaller compared to that for
(Fig. 9). The
desired tradeoff between the average-rate throughput and the
fairness in rate allocation among mobiles in the different service classes can be obtained by adjusting both the rate control
and the priority control parameter
appropriparameter
ately and thereby a flexible combined link quality-based and
priority-based rate adaptation can be achieved.
The average-rate throughputs found from analytical approximation follow the simulation results more or less closely
(Fig. 10). The rate and priority control parameters for an acceptable region of operation can, therefore, be estimated based
on the analytical approximations. The analytical results on the
average-rate throughput are observed to act as lower bound.
The analytical approximation on the average-rate throughput
is based on the average interference factor [in (24) and (25)]
and the assumption that the rate allocation is performed in an
for all the mobiles in the corresponding
ascending order of
service classes. Even though the approximation is based on the

Fig. 10. Comparison among the simulation and the analytical results on
average-rate throughput (for the random mobility model) when ' = 8.

fact that for small and/or , rate allocations to the mobiles
in service classes with smaller may become zero and rates
are mostly allocated to mobiles in the service class with higher
, the average interference factor used in the approximation
may become much larger compared to the interference factors
that mobiles in the service class with higher experience from
frame-time to frame-time. Again, due to the assumption that
the rate allocation is performed in an ascending order of ,
the (negative) effect of higher weighted interference factor
(due to mobiles with higher SIR requirements) on average-rate
throughput is somewhat more pronounced in the analytical
approximations.
Note that, for dynamic link adaptation with priority the conin (19) makes the variations in the rate and pristraint
ority control parameters effective in controlling the average-rate
throughput among the users in the different classes (as discussed
in Section IV-B). This is also illustrated in Fig. 10. Removing
this constraint and using the constraint
instead may not enable to provide QoS differentiation over a
wide range of average-rate throughput as evidenced by the very
slowly varying nature of the corresponding curve in Fig. 10.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a dynamic link adaptation framework is presented for dynamic allocation of transmission rate and power
under multiple SIR constraints for downlink transmission in cellular VSF WCDMA networks. Heuristic-based simple suboptimal dynamic rate and power adaptation scheme is proposed
to avoid the huge complexity of optimal dynamic link adaptation which is almost infeasible to implement. The concepts of
radio link quality-based link adaptation is combined with the
user priority-based link adaptation and this would enable to develop a class-based QoS framework for the cellular multirate
WCDMA networks. An approach for analytical investigation of
the radio link level performance under dynamic link adaptation
with multiple SIR constraints is also presented which would be
useful for system engineering purposes. The proposed framework can serve as a basis for investigating higher-layer protocol
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performance under dynamic radio link adaptation with QoS differentiation in cellular WCDMA networks.
APPENDIX
HEURISTIC DETERMINATION OF

IN

(14)

and SIR , the per-user
In (13), we note that, given
is proportional to the factor
power allocation at basic rate
for
. Combining this with (2) yields
SIR

(33)

where
for
. Since the interferin (5) cannot be estimated without a priori
ence factor
knowledge of the per-cell power allocations
, and also
is inversely proportional to
,
the the rate allocation
we treat the factor
to be apwhile determining
proximately constant. Therefore, the per-cell power allocation
should be increased in proportion to
where
and
. Hence, the per-cell power
as in (14)
allocation can be calculated approximately by
subject to the average power constraint per cell
in (8).
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